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review

roberta
gulisano:
an instintive
approach
A

strong lp, full of Sicilian flavors without
being provincial, full of pathos without
being pessimistic: Roberta Gulisano, with
the help and the production of Cesare Basile, publishes Piena di(s)grazia (title representing a joke with words of prayer “Ave Maria”), and we asked some questions about the
album to the songwriter.
How did you approach the work to your
second album, “Piena di(s)grazia”? Did
you change something from first album?
“Destini Coatti” was a head’s job, “Piena
Di(s)grazia” is a work of belly: it contains
songs stored in the drawer, waiting their
chance to be played and songs written in
between recording intervals. The initial
project was wider, but in the study it took a
more lean and sinewy shape. My approach
to writing music was less “intellectual”, more
instinctive than in the previous work, both
for the issues that I wanted to deal with, and
for a personal need to find the scent of the
essences that I belong.

CLICK HERE AND
LISTEN TO
“Piena Di(s)grazia”

interview
“La Brigante” is Michelina De Cesare, one of
the most famous robber of the post-unification of Italy. It is said of them that they were
beautiful and brutal, certainly courageous.
The history written by the vanquished should
be read together with the one written by the
winners to see the reality, today, with mind
and eyes most lucid and rational.
Who is or who are independent artists Italian you love the most and why?
“Artists” presupposes a wide range of crafts,
so I restrict the field to the musicians! I state
that I listen to little music (in the “hedonistic” meaning of term), and that the field of
independent Italian music is so broad that
knowing him is a complex operation. I most
respect among independents (excluding tho-

From my point of view, listening to your
record is like reading a newspaper that speaks of stories, specially about Sicily, today
and yesterday (but always with reflections
on the present). I would like to know how
do you write your songs.
“Tell your village and you will be universal”
said Tolstoy. Just read between the lines and
see ordinary stories in every latitude: the
Muos-tro, it could be called “TAV”; “Maria”
could be called Fatima or Simon; The “Brigante” Michela could belong to the Kurdish
Peshmerga... My lyrics are usually written in
one go, but I would be a poor craftsman if I

don’t work planer and file properly, trying to
work well throughout the whole project.
How did you start working with famed musician and producer Cesare Basile?
I listened to first lp of Cesare Basile in the car
of my cousin: it was “Gran Calavera Elettrica”. In short, I know his records since I was a
kid. When I finished the specimens of “Piena di(s)grazia” I thought it was necessary to
put in the right hands, and those hands were
definitely his. He liked the work and in a few
months we pulled up. This collaboration is
the creation of a small dream.
How did you write “La Brigante”?

6

se that have abundant story to tell, like Basile
of course, Donà, Fiori and other well-known),
Antonio Di Martino (which I consider THE
songwriter of Italy today, the perfect synthesis
of musical history from which we come), Simona Norato (for expressive power, originality and writing because it is a stage animal),
Gnut (a voice like that, there are not many
around), Carmine Torchia (because he is a
philosopher and a poet, his songs are drawings surrealists), Katres (because he tells emotions without shame). Obviously these are the
ones who are with me in my car, I know it by
heart! There are many others who may not listen, but no I do not think less valid. It would
take more than females, however, in this independent music ... What do you say ?!

interview

Livia Ferri:
one step
at time

A

step at a time: Livia Ferri, songwriter
backed by a painful record as Taking
Care (2012) has decided to publish her own
new work, A path made by walking, one
song at a time, throughout 2015. An original
choice, at least as the sensitivity of a singer
capable of giving many surprises. I want to
know how the idea of an lp released a song
at a time and how, past the initial amazement, was welcomed the operation.
The idea came from two considerations: first,
art. A human need, personnel, a challenge:
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try to invite people to take time, time for
themselves, where to be able to listen to an
entire song, without haste, and to have the
opportunity to perceive the internal resonance of these songs, this entire album. A choice
fully in line with the concept of the album,
which concerns the way, but the personal
journey, different for everyone, or at least different for those who do not follow a predetermined path by any figure, which is the family,
religion, the society. The other side of this
choice stems from the desire to experience a

9

interview
more words, I did not want to talk. I went
back to myself. And I found an important
person. And the gratitude towards nature, towards myself, that I could resist the
temptation of evil. The gratitude for life,
even if it is trivial, that it never fails to give
you the chance to grow.

has re-harmonized the tune by adding depth
and richness and I am really grateful for that.
When I invited her to take part I knew that
the result would have been nice, she’s a great
artist.
What can you tell of “Gratitude”?
It’s a romantic track in the sense that it has
to do with romance, if I think about it. It
speaks of a difficult month, where I felt very
alone, tease, humiliated. In moments of difficulty nature saved me, luckily I was in a
wonderful place. Every little thing, a burst of
rain, strong wind, the flight of birds, took me
back to the present, to this more real, corporal present. Nature has taken care of me,
made me feel alive when it was hard to have
contact with humans, when I did not want

new way of producing and promoting what
we do. It was interesting to try to publish a
piece at a time in order to create expectations
of each piece, as if each were an individual.
At first the astonishment is not missed at all!
But today we can say that it is working: the
expectation is there and the public is accompanying us step by step, song after song.
This is a record that was born after the
painful experiences that you had faced in
the past. In the idea of publishing a piece at
a time you can also read a kind of gradual
catharsis, or even a bit of decency in opening a bit at time?
And certainly more a catharsis than modesty,
absolutely. I decisively abandoned shame on
this record! The tracklist of the album has a
specific order that has its own sense of catharsis: starting from the darkest antrum in

CLICK HERE
AND LISTEN TO
“A path made
by walking”

which I found myself so far in my life to get
to the conscience of me, happiness, balance,
inner harmony... but life is made of cycles,
you go up and down! This is the chronicle of
a very important cycle of my life.
Can you tell something about “Patterns”?
Patterns is a song about fear. Of all the things
that we can not do, become, change, see, fear.
The fear of fear, the maze that immobilizes
you, from which you can only go out biting.
It’s a hard song, where there is a lot of understanding, but there is no excuse, no indulgence: giving way to fear is the worst road
we can take. Fear encases all the unhealthy,
not the truth. The hate is born out of fear,
like so many other negative tendencies. The
opposite of fear is love. The song was written
by me and Mimes of Wine (Laura Loriga,
songwriter and pianist from Bologna), which

10
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interview

CLICK HERE
AND LISTEN TO
“LUST SOUL”

Nero
My Personal Visions
I would say that the path to a solo album was
a quite natural development process. From
the beginning I have always exhibited in first
person, not only as a singer / bass player, but
also as an author and main songwriter of all
the material. The band I had in the past have
all been strongly shaped and constructed
from my own visions. After completing various experiences, I have done nothing but
keep writing my songs. The decision to go
alone was a requirement dictated by two
main factors: the desire to produce new
music and, at the same time, the desire to
free myself from the previous situations
where I could not see further opportunities
for growth.
How did you meet and selected your colla-

“L

ust Soul is a raw, direct, visceral
album. I like to call this album a
personal diary recording fleeting
notes and deeper moments, with meditated
sentences and at the same time deliberately
distorted and written on the go, with emotions expressed under the impetus of the
need”: this is the definition that Nero gives
of Lust Soul, the new album of singer and
musician with years of experience in Milanese underground music. The lp comes out
with passion for certain waves of shadow
and some contortions of rock. We exchanged
some words with Nero Kane. Your career is
got through various bands. Why did you
decide to go solo, and why now?

12

borators on this record?
With guitarist Daniele De Liberato we met
a few months before I got in the studio recording Lust Soul. He contacted me to form
a band, we tried for a few months, but after
a while I decided to leave the project to devote myself completely to my record. But we
remained in touch. He also kindly lent me
the equipment and when I finished the recordings I had natural contact him hear the end
result. He liked it immediately.

So the next day I called him and asked him
to take part in the project. As to the drummer, Enrico Buttafuoco, the search is more
complicated and in the end was the same Daniel to find thanks to the contacts he had had
with the previous band of Henry: the Orange. Even with Enrico things were defined
quickly and after a few tests it became part of
the project.
You defined “Lust soul” a sort of diary:
what were the feelings of the record? Son-

13

interview
gs are gathered in a long period of time or
restricted?
As in most of my songs the topics are mainly
autobiographical. Love in its bitter and sweet
facets, loneliness, sense of loss that sometimes you feel when having to deal with the
world around us, life in general treated confidentially, just as if you were flipping through
a journal. The songs have been collected in a
short period of time, even if the feelings that
dominate Lust Soul reflect, in broad terms,
the last two years of my life.
Why did you choose “Tomorrow Never Comes” as first single?
Tomorrow Never Comes is an important part
of the soul of Lust Soul. I chose it as the first
song because I wanted to focus on something

more personal and special freeing myself as
much as possible from what was done previously. The theme seemed also bonding perfectly with the concept of video created by
Samantha Stella.
How did is born “Bleeding”, one of my favourite song of the album?
Bleeding was born taking inspiration from a
band (The Stooges), which are always very
close to me. The bluesy metropolitan flavour
draws on those listenings, and the theme is
about how, in life, sometimes we do harm to
ourselves to feel alive. Bleeding speaks of my
journey downwards, my personal descent
into the darkness of the soul, but at the same
time it proclaims her being and the strength
of awareness.

the review
The worlds of The Cure, Smashing Pumpkins, even the very first U2 emerges from
Death in June, introducing in an electric
way the album. I’m the Sin, instead, casts
shadows reflected more clearly on even earlier ages, and of influences that you should
report to force the sphere of competence of
Joy Division. No Sense of Crime is presented
under the auspices of the electric guitar, which dominates the scene offering a glittering
counterpoint to the darkness of sound of the
voice. Atmospheres less angry, but not full of
hope, those proposed by In My Town, with
various levels of darkness. Crooked, bluesinjected, sick and quite dirty Bleeding, where

14

you can feel dark wave influences but also by
Bowie and Iggy. Less “sick” and more direct
the sound of Over My Dead Body.
A lot more rational stepthe one of Old demons, in which both the voice and the guitar
assume a narrative attitude. More action in
Bitch, where the drumming acts as a guide.
Spirits emerges from the dark and aspires
to the stars, with some psychedelic movement. Guitar chords and a certain minimalism in the arrangement of Tomorrow Never
Comes. Good try, with traits of originality:
some of the songs stands out, but also the
interlocutory songs we perceive an attention
to detail not so common.

15

review

Marrano,
Capturing
the image

Are you planning a lp in a short
time?
The lp will surely arrive. We were not
rushed, something is moving. The
priority right now is playing as much
as possible around and maybe find
the opportunity of a label.

nus and Nella
Folla were the
songs written
immediately
after starting.
Non insistere
instead is one
of the last and
it has been
included in ep
right in extremis, it should not even be there.
You have written that every time you read
the word “Seattle” in a review that concerns
you is how to reach a goal...
The influences are here, we do not hide, we
grew up with Nirvana. We not ever said to us
and it came out. Then we were happy with the
combinations and for we smile. The Seattle
scene at the end is always the Seattle scene.

CLICK HERE
AND LISTEN TO
“2015 ep”

closely linked to a personal reason. It was not
easy, but it sounded good and we were convinced. The cover is a photograph taken by
me in Dublin the moment before I was robbed, thankfully not the phone with which I
captured the image. Andrea then worked on
it up to give life to the cover. Same with the
name: it was not easy, but in the end we were
convinced.
Can you explain the genesis of each of the
four tracks of the ep?
Aside Sei anni that had already been written
by me and Andrea, all other tracks are born
in the rehearsal room with Nicola in one of
the driest summers in recent years. A bit like
everybody: a guitar riff and you start. Vul-

With a fast and powerful ep released in December last year Marrano is a band from
Rimini, punk / indie inspired: they tell us
something about himself and his music.
Can you tell the story of the band?
The idea came to me (Daniele) and Andrea.
We find ourselves again, four years after,
in the rehearsal room. After trying various
drummers Nicola took over on a permanent
basis, and from there officially born Marrano. Since June 2015 we begin to write / test
various pieces until the arrival in the studio
in September of the same year, when we record our first self-produced ep, then released
in December of the same year. We liked the
name beyond the meaning of the word. It is
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interview
which speaks of disarming simplicity of
real emotions, the only
ones that can dissolve
our plastic souls.
How did you gave birth to “Give it to me”?
There was a time when
I wanted to listen to
funky (The Meters,
Funkadelic, James
Brown ...) and strumming the guitar I got
the inspiration. The
arrangement reflects
the vintage sounds,
especially with regard
to the Hammond and
in particular its riffs
pressing.
You presented the lp at Teatro Miele Trieste:
how was the night?
The concert went great, the theater was full
even above our expectations. We played for
the first time the new songs without knowing
what could be the reaction of the public. The
response has been fantastic and we were able
to create a nice feeling with the audience:
there was really a nice exchange of positive
energy.

The Rideouts
Trieste and Liverpool as two reference points, thirteen years of career behind them and
a new album, Heart and Soul, to represent
what The Rideouts are now: a well established
band with a great love for Anglo-American
music. New chapter in the history of the
band: what is for you “Heart and Soul”?
For us it is an important chapter in the history of The Rideouts: we have reached a certain maturity as a band, and we have focused
on what we wanted to express. I think we succeeded. The title reflects the album’s content.
essential music, true, sincere, played precisely
with the heart and soul. We live in a fake age,
full of useless superstructures that make us
lose touch with reality. I think that is enough
to turn on the TV five minutes to realize that
we are exposed to so much fiction. This theme is also taken up in the song “Plastic Soul”

Click here
and listen to
“Heart and
Soul”
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Stefan Christoff
and post mortem

T

he twelfth chapter of series Tape Crash, published by Old Bycicle Records,
enlights the work of Canadian Stefan Christoff and Dutch Post Mortem (Jan
Kees Helm): piano and noise, industrial and
avant-garde take shape in the tape.
How did you react at the proposal of a split
album?
Stefan: Honestly my reaction was one of interest and curiosity. I felt that the approach
was meaningful and also was a nice step
toward creating pathways for artistic exchange between artists in different spaces, both
culturally but also geographically. Once I
learned more about Post Mortem and the
context to Jan Kees Helm’s work I felt totally down because Jan also is an artist who is
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engaged with grassroots activism
against social injustices, so that was
important for sure.
Jan: I am always interested to do
split-tapes, it is always interesting
to discover how two artists will match or wouldn’t match. I was most
of all enthusiastic because I really
like the concept of Tape Crash of
Old Bicycle Records.
What do you think of “other side”
of the tape?
Stefan: I felt that the Post Mortem
approach worked well to compliment the work that I contributed
to the Tape Crash project. I enjoyed
the use of piano also, the piano existing within the space/sonic environment of the Post Mortem
piece, super powerful.
Jan: I like the different approach of music,
the mix of experimental and classical music.
Which were your main inspirations?
Stefan: A great deal of the work was based on
my reflections around trying to create “music” that can convey an atmosphere or a place
without using words, specific attempts to convey the emotion of an experience or a space,
to try to define through sound the unspoken
feelings that hang in the air within whatever
context, feelings, or a vibe, that we often don’t
address but that is really often also the
elephant in the room within many contexts.
Jan: Waasland was created during a very
chaotic period of my life. All bases were gone
and I am rebuilding my life. The composition
stands for the filters I have and had during
this period, but also for the ongoing flow
of life.

A

merican songwriter
Ian Fisher is touring
Europe to promote
his intimate but strong debut “Nero”.
Can you tell something
about your story before
“Nero”?
The simplified version of my
story before “Nero” starts
in Missouri. I was raised
on a farm there. I moved
to Vienna to study politics
in 2008. I moved to New
York in 2009 to make music
and that made me move to
Berlin in 2010. I’ve been on
tour since then.
Why an album entitled to
Nero, not quite the most popular of Romans emperors?
That name first came to mind years ago
when I played the title track of the album to
an old friend of mine. In the chorus I sing,
“If I were the king of this town I’d burn it
down.” My friends said, “Ian, you sound like
Nero”. The name just stuck. As we started
picking the other songs that would be on the
album, I saw a thematic pattern starting to
form. I noticed that most of the songs were
about destruction of some kind. I think
that’s the byproduct of growing up. Sometimes you have to destroy something to build
something new. And when it comes to destruction, I can’t think of a better historical
figure to reference than Nero.
What kind of mood accompanied the realisation of this album?
As I said above, destruction and recon-

Ian Fisher
struction are big themes for me on this record. When you tie that together with the
country/folk music background that I have,
then you get a lot of nostalgia. A lot of longing for what you don’t have or where you’re
not at. That’s a very fundamental element of
most American country music and music folk
music of the world for that matter. Thus, if I
had to pick a mood, then I’d say nostalgic.

CLICK HERE
AND LISTEN TO
“Nero”
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reviews
Masking the Hate
“On Stranger Tides”

Toot
“Error 404”

From the ashes of the
young deathcore band
This Time I Bleed, in
2014 it was born the
new quintet Masking
the Hate. The band
publishes the first ep,
with five tracks. On
Stranger Tides seeks a middle way between the suggestions of Celtic folk and the
reality of hardcore metal.
The work starts with Prelude, leading the
listener deep into the Celtic field. Urnield,instead, highlights the hardcore side
of the band, with emphasis on atmosphere that somehow can relate to hard progressive. Even more aggressive is the voice
within Bloodyland, where the mixture
between folk sounds and powerful rock,
near to stoner, perhaps reaches its peak.
We take on extreme sweetness introducing
Unforgiven Angel, both in singing and in
celestial-like melodies.
Then it enters the electric guitar and the
situation becomes slightly more aggressive. The ep closes with the title track,
On Stranger Tides, with changes in
rhythm and percussion, and with guitars
likely to make an impact, with a singing
definitely screamo. The idea of combining

Celtic sounds and metal is not really new,
but Masking the Hate seem to have the right energy to complete the mission
with good results.

First lp, after two ep, for Toot, a trio from
Rome rich in collaborations and contaminations. Error 404, their first album,
brings together eight tracks (plus a bonus
track) that, on a purely rock base, insterts
electronic and very dance, very contaminated electronic elements, with results often
original. The first track, If or not, as well
as confirming the IT lexicon, introduces
the listener to a territory where the techno
sounds mingle effortlessly with rhythms
and rock and occasionally funk attitude. But if the first track goes on without
words, Nobody is dancing, with the intervention of Giovanni Ciaffoni of Suntiago,
incorporates a “bad” singing, which winds
its way through rhythm and sound pretty acid, although in this case quite openly
rock. The panorama gets more complicated with Die Antwoord - Dis Iz why I’m
not, not only because it is essentially an
autoremix, with the guitars of Alessandro
Sgreccia of Velvet, but also because it is
full of surprises, more
or less happily hopping from dance beats to very aggressive
mood.The list of collaborations stretches
with Everyday is a
Struggle, which relies on the collaboration of Lord Madness
Dj Fastcut, for a song that comes with all
the trappings of hip hop, and even more
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emphatic than that. Error 404, the title
track, comes back to hitting hard: fast and
electronic rhythms compose a picture quite simple and straightforward, with good
impact. Slower are speeds of Another weapon, with a guitar flashing some blues
feeling, while the singing is reminiscent of
RATM. Drumming and electronic percussion are decidedly open on Sballo, which was also chosen as a single and video,
even more significant selection because it
is an instrumental song. Plastic Bumble
accompanies us toward the exit, with various electronic sensations and vocal interventions for the most part of a terrorist
character. The album closes with Jungle,
bonus track with the trump of Costanzo
Vitale and guitar notes that stretch, mixing
blues, reggae, funk and jazz ideas, in a universe of colors that never loses its logic.
Toot confirm its growth and pack an lp capable of hitting the mark. Sudden changes
of gear and mixtures of sounds don’t affect
the fluidity of an album that is advisable to
be consumed freshly baked.
CLICK HERE

quite sharp claws in Revolver: the Beatles
references stop mostly to the title, but the
game gets quite substantial, with drumming that claim his spaces from the start,
coupling at best with melody and vocal.
L’appuntamento outlines relational dynamics that move between 90s slightly punk
sounds. I Santi leads
us instead to England
as regards the text,
while the music comes from slow songs
of Sixties. We return
to difficult relations
with Tu non sei un mio ex, playful and
electric. Lentamente tries again the way
of the ballad, with minimalist but also quite romantic speeches, as if behind the punk
fur would beat a big soft heart. Io e il mio
cane has a final rather noisy. Lui sta sognando leads through paths between folk
and psychedelia. Come un sasso in una
scarpa is about personal growth. Lei sa
is coiled around a guitar riff, but is able to
release the optimal amount of power. Hai
vinto tu is bittersweet as many tracks on a
disc so seemingly carefree. Povero Cristo
is quite dense. Lp closes with Buonanotte,
that returns on the soft and velvety side,
closing with a touch of melancholy.

AND LISTEN TO
“Error 404”

IO e la TIGRE
“10 e 9”
After an ep of same name, IO e la TIGRE
comes out with lp 10 e 9: the duo, consistsing of Aurora Ricci and Barbara Suzzi,
strikes again. Album starts with already

CLICK HERE

AND LISTEN TO
“10 e 9”
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review
Click Here
and listen to
“Silence Here”

Rescue
With a background composed of an ep, singles and good reviews, Rescue (nickname of
Vincenzo Di Sarno) comes to first lp, Silence
Here, rooted in the traditions of Anglo-American songwriting but also indie rock of
the last fifteen years. The album sees the participation of Davide Rossi (archs and arrangements), Simon Jones (drums), Francesco
Menegat (bass), Maurizio Strappazzon (pedal
steel guitar). Lp starts in a soft and acoustic
way with Intro (below a pillow), that brings forward a very minimalist sound attitude,
then get a little less minimal with the progress
of the song. Rhythms more complex and deeper bass comes within Animal, animated by
indie rock beats and also by tensions related
to pop. Everything calms down a bit with
Night, with piano sounds. White and black
keys are present also introducing Drunk Heart, in which softness and melancholy take

possession of the scene, with inspirations
strengthened by strings. Melody and rhythm
go hand in hand with In Heaven or Nowhere, which features right from the start drumming very marked and clear. Guitars search
for stellar way in Starfield, among the fastest
and animated. We return to moderation with
Alive, that offers different levels of harmonic
orchestration. Tunnels opens on distant piano notes and with slightly menacing drums.
A certain melancholy in separate sections
accompanies Afraid all the time, again inspired by piano. Closing the lp is Outro (August
Rush), very soft and delicate. The finish is
mostly instrumental, in crescendo. Rescue lp
has many pop temptations (not a bad thing
in itself) but keeps them at bay with a certain
attention to details that keeps good melodic
shapes but also a more than decent rhythm
phase.
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review
closes with Running
out with me, and after a
fast start, grants digressions almost theatrical,
alternating the sounds
in one of the most original tracks on the record.
The debut of The Falls is
pleasant and marked by
a variety of inspirations
while remaining within
a recognizable style.

CLICK HERE
AND LISTEN
very well determined drumming provides
the backbone of a piece that alternates between soft moments to more harsh ones. The lp

The Falls
Born in 2014 as an acoustic duo, The Falls
demonstrate the need to adapt to changes:
after the birth of the band, Riccardo Alemanno (guitar, piano and composition) and Francesco Lattes (voice and composition) completed the line-up with theAurora Di Rocco at
drums, Nello Castellano on bass and Simone
Fedi on guitar; afterwards, the band entered
in the studio in June 2015 to record their debut album Mind The Gap. The lp starts with
a supple, very fast Superman, also chosen as
the first video. The indie sounds are present,
but not on heavy side, even if, for example,
in the following Homesick the rhythms are
tighter and there is a slightly more gloomy
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atmosphere. Coming from afar It’s Up to you,
with synthetic underwater sounds that lead
into a pretty pop song (or synth-pop song)
at first, then the beat gets more determined.
Quick and easy Let the Music be your Saviour, which runs off leaving room for the
low Run Away, characterized by British style.
With Beware of the empty the atmosphere
becomes more tense, and welcomes some of
the most significant rock influence, hosting
more emphatic passages of pathos and rich.
Quick the pace of Just to Make It Clear, but
soon it rises with strokes and dives in waters
not far from those of certain passages of the
The Killers. A classic piano ballad fills the
notes of Alive, melodic and poignant. They
recover quickly with The Call, in which a

TO “Mind the
Gap”

review

videos of the month
Tita
Stupida la
Luna

Minnie’s
Lontano, fast and intense, with some sprinkling of new wave, with drums again in good
evidence, with rock memories of 90’s scattered here and there. Perhaps the main flaw of
this ep is that it ends too quickly: it is evident
that the Minnie’s work is inspired and willing
to communicate with some urgency and often
vehemently. You can see these four songs as a
starter for better things to come, or even as a
significant work in its own right.

A few days ago came out Lettere Scambiate,
ep of four tracks of Minnie’s, Milanese band
absent from the scene for three years. In this
work they tell of themselves, of their city, of
art and of other discoveries. The start of ep is
very soft with E Ora?, which opens the album
and gradually becomes strong, highlighting
the indie components of the band’s sound.
The path of the text aims on autobiographic
side, while the drumming grows up, to get to
a final with psychedelic traits. Voglio scordarmi di me, instead, makes an entrance
bombastic and “dirty”, and then cleans up the
sound slowly, leaving large areas of instrumental contemplation. Per andare via traveling on the paths of the guitar, suspended
between melancholy and anger. After a brief
instrumental interlude entitled “,” appropriately enough, comes the surprising optimism

click and see
The
Chanfrughen

Black Beat
Movement

Belize

A New Dawn

Click Here
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and listen to

The Chicken
Queens

“Lettere Scambiate”

Clap Your
Hands

Zivago
Lo Specchio
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italian bands in europe
Verdena
May, 14 Paris - La Bellevilloise
May, 19 London - The Garage London
May, 25 Frankfurt - DAS
BETT
May, 26 Berlin - Bi Nuu

Greg Dulli &
Manuel Agnelli
February 16 - Stockholm Sodra Teatern

Calibro 35

February 18 - Warsaw - Stodola
Open Stage

February, 25: Parigi @ Petit Bain

February 19 - Praha -Lucerna Music Bar

February, 26: Londra @ 100 Club

February 20 - Belgrade - Dom Omladine

February, 27: Manchester @ BOT
March, 17: Bern @ Rössli Bar

February 22 - Rome - Chiesa Evangelica Metodista (SOLD OUT)

March, 18: Frankfurt Am Main @
Ilmitte

February 24, Barcellona - BARTS

March, 31: Barcelona @ Marula

February 25, Madrid - Teatro Barcelo

April, 1: Saragozza @ Las Armas
April, 2: Madrid @ Tempo Club
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